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Activity 1
Discuss the following questions with your partner.

1. Have you ever had an injection or given blood? How did you feel about it?
2. Do you know anyone who is scared of needles? Why is s/he scared?
3. How difficult do you think it is for people who have to inject themselves regularly for

medical reasons (e.g. someone with diabetes)?
4. What do you think of people who have injections for non-medical (e.g. cosmetic) reasons?

Activity 2
Complete the sentences with the following words and phrases in the correct form. In some cases more than 
one answer may be possible.

to vaccinate   to inoculate to immunise to jab   to jabber   vaccines
booster shot vaccination to inject  jab(n)    needles

1. His boss was so angry with Jack that he shouted at him and ................ Jack’s chest with his finger.

2. The children didn’t pay attention to the film. They .................... to each other all through it.

3. Drug addicts who share ........................ risk catching diseases.

4. She ........................ herself every day with insulin because she is diabetic.

5. She was ......................... against smallpox when she was a child.
6. He was ....................... last month. Now he needs a .................................. .

7. It is difficult to transport ........................ to remote areas.

8. The baby is crying because he has just had his tuberculosis ........................ .

9. She has a scar on her arm from a ........................... she had when she was a child.

Activity 3
Use the following questions to begin a conversation with your partner.

1. What diseases have you been vaccinated against? How old were you when you got the jab(s)?
2. Do you keep your jabs up to date? Do you keep a record of the jabs and booster shots

you (or your children) have had?
3. Have you ever been to a country which required you to be vaccinated against local diseases?
4. What vaccination programmes exist in your country?
5. Do you think people have a basic human right to be vaccinated against diseases?
6. Should vaccines be free? Should pharmaceutical companies provide them at no cost? Why/not?
7. Should vaccination against disease be obligatory or optional? Why? Are any vaccines obligatory in 

your country? If so, which ones?
8. Which diseases have been wiped out by vaccination programmes during your lifetime?
9. What diseases were common in your grandparents’ generation? Have they all been wiped out?
10. Do you think vaccines will be invented in the future against diseases such as AIDS or cancer?
11. If you could invent a vaccine against just one disease, which would you choose and why?
12. Some vaccines carry risks of serious side effects. Is it a good idea to take the risk anyway?
13. Diseases such as smallpox have been eradicated thanks to vaccination programmes but the

smallpox virus is still preserved in some laboratories. Do you think it is a good idea to preserve
such diseases when many people nowadays are not vaccinated against them?
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Activity 4
Go to EnglishClub.com and click on the ‘TP Homework’ icon. Use the information you find there to answer 
the questions below.

1. Which one of the following people is not mentioned in the TP Homework? 
a) Edward Jenner  b) Louis Pasteur  c) Maurice Hilleman

2. Who was James Phipps?
3. Who administered the first vaccination against rabies?
4. What is the answer to the Quick Quiz?

Activity 5

Vaccination should never be obligatory. Discuss.

If you would like to express your opinion on this subject go to EnglishClub.com and click on the ‘TP 
Discussion’ icon to take part in the forum discussion there.
N.B. Netiquette! PLEASE CHANGE THE DEFAULT SUBJECT LINE TO INDICATE THE OPINIONS IN 
YOUR POST BECAUSE IN A BUSY THREAD IT HELPS PEOPLE DECIDE WHICH POSTS TO READ!
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